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DXr1 DIGITAL X-RAY CAMERA SOFTWARE &
MS WINDOWS OPERATING SYSTEM EXPLANATION
According to its date of manufacture, the DXr1 Digital X-Ray Camera uses either the MS Windows 7, 8 or 10
operating system within its control unit. Although Microsoft are no longer supporting versions of MS Windows prior
to Windows 10, as long as the Digital X-Ray Camera is not connected to the internet (as per the design intent) there
should be no issues with the previous versions of MS Windows. If you experience any compatibility issues, please
contact your Digital X-Ray Camera supplier.
Warning: If you go against the recommendation and connect the computer to a network/the internet they will be at
risk of viruses.
Please also note that the software version on the Digital X-Ray Camera computer is set specific to the DXr1 Digital
X-Ray Camera build and Windows Operating System at the time of manufacture, this should not be updated. Later
versions of the software do not contain any different or enhanced features, they are purely to suit the current
manufactured unit. As such you should not try to update the Digital X-Ray Camera software.
Warning: Updating the software when not appropriate may mean the Digital X-Ray Camera is unusable. However,
re-installing the original software version supplied with the equipment will resolve this. For this reason it is
recommended to carefully store a copy of this original software version.
Warning: Care should also always be taken when using USB flash drives/data storage devices. You should ensure
you only use authorised, checked and safe USB flash drives in any PC.

If you have any queries concerning these changes, please contact the UJ Consortium Co-ordinator.
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